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Victoria
Citadel

Stop List and Attractions

MGARR - A picture postcard harbour dominated by the neo
othic church dedicated to Our Lady of Lourdes and Fort Chambrai.

Ghajnsielem - passing by - It Is dominated by the majestic
obard Gothic sanctuary dedicated to Our Lady of Loreto. A visit to the
d Franciscan convent is also worthwhile.

XEWKIJA - The oldest village in Gozo. Its distinctive landmark is the
otunda with the third largest unsupported dome in the world.

ICTORIA - The capital city ofWWW.GozoarTISanS.Com
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of the island
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eolithic times. An open air market is also held every day at It- Tokk.
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FRANGISK PORTELLI STREET, GHARB, GOZO
A PINU - The most
popular Shrine on Gozo. Ta’ Pinu Sanctuary
2155 3977 a place of great devotion and is36º-of+356
national
importance. Numerous
3’18”n 14º 12’38”E
ilgrims, both locals and tourists visit Ta’ Pinu Shrine all year round.

ONTANA - Its main attraction is L-Ghajn il-Kbira (The Big Spring)
which was built in the 16th century. Whilst at the Big Spring you can
so visit the Fontana Cottage Industry for a vast range of traditional
ozitan products.

XLENDI - Things you can do in Xlendi are swim or dive in Xlendi
ay, walk to Xlendi Tower and lunch at one of the numerous restaurants
nd bars.

MARSALFORN - This old fishing community has evolved into
ozo’s main summer destination with numerous beaches which offer
he opportunity for swimming. The promenade stretches the length of
he resort and there are plenty of cafés and restaurants.

XAGHRA / GGANTIJA - Home to various historical sites, amongst
which are the famous Ggantija temples; other interesting sites are,
erri’s Grotto, Ninu’s Cave, CALYPSO CAVE, KOLA WINDMILL, Museum
f Toys and Xaghra Church.

RAMLA - It’s particularly golden-reddish sand makes this beach

Tista’ titla’ jew tinżel mill-karozza f’waqfiet partikolari
You can hop on/hop off the bus at particular stops
Ud. puede bajar y subir al autobus en determinadas paradas
Vous pouvez descendre et remontez à certains arrêt
Sie können an bestimmten Haltestellen ein-/aussteigen
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1. Tickets
a. The ticket for the City Sightseeing Gozo is valid for 1 day.
b. All sales are final tickets and tickets cannot be exchanged.
c. Tickets to travel obtained from unauthorized source, stolen, copied illegally or
counterfeit will be seized and cancelled without compensation.
d. The ticket to travel remains the property of City Sightseeing Gozo and must be made
available for inspection by the guide, driver or any official of the said company on
demand.
e. Receipt of the ticket without immediate objection shall be deemed acceptance of and
agreement to these terms and conditions.

with the third largest Dome in the great devotion and is of national
importance.
world.
На остановках можно выходить из автобуса и садиться в автобус в
любое время.

2. Price
Only those items stated on the brochure are to be considered as included in the price
of the tour.
Any other items, such as entrance to heritage sites, museums, lunches and ferry tickets
are not included in the price unless expressly stated.

A kijelölt meagállókban bármikor leszállhat a buszról, majd felszállhat
a következóre

3. Personal Belongings
a. Patrons of the service are requested to take care of their personal belongings while
on the tour. City Sightseeing Gozo shall not be liable for any lost, stolen or damage to
personal belongings during the course of the tour /service.
b. City Sightseeing Gozo will make every effort to maintain a regular service, but does
not guarantee to do so. City Sightseeing Gozo shall not in any way be liable to the
ticket holder for loss, damage, inconvenience or delay in consequence of any failure,
alteration, suspension, cancellation, alteration of the route or termination of service.

Bij bepaalde haltes kunt u in-en uit de bus stappen

Na określonych przystankach można wysiadać lub wsiadać do autobusu
您可以在沿途站点下车或搭乘下一辆巴士。
Pode entrar/sair do autocarro em determinadas paragens
De Kan stå a fog på bestemte stoppe steder

Xlendi is a small fishing village. One
can swim in Xlendi Bay, walk to
the Tower and lunch at one of the
numerous restaurants and bars.

Marsalforn is a summer destination
with beaches which offer the
opportunity for swimming. Plenty of
restaurants and cafes.

FREE TASTING

AT FONTANA COTTAGE

H a n d m a d e la c e
ree
H a n d m a d e fi li g

O F GO Z O

Dwejra Inland Sea

4. Third Party Liability
All open top double decker buses are covered with Third Party Liability as requested by
the Maltese Law.
5. General Conditions
a. Patrons of the service are requested to remain seated at all the times while the open
top double decker bus is in motion.
b. The above conditions shall for all effects and payments be governed by and according
to the laws of Malta.
A Main
Street,
- Gozo
c. All times and routes may be41
varied
in casesGate
of severe
weatherVictoria
conditions or
if disruption
occurs because of road works,
marches,
processions
etc.
Whenever
possible
advance
Mob:
notice will be given of such occurrences but this cannot be guaranteed.
Email: gozocoaches@yahoo.com
d. City Sightseeing Gozo reserve the right to operate closed top single decker buses in
case of breakdown or badwww.citysightseeinggozo.com
weather.

Hop On - Hop Off
2014, 2015, 2016,
2017

00356 7956 9996

Certificate of Excellence
free

GGANTIJA TEMPLES
Ġgantija Temples are situated in
Xagħra, where one can also find
various historical sites. The Temples
are the oldest in the world.

COMMENTARY IN 16 LANGUAGES • FREE EAR PHONES

on all
buses

It is the biggest sandy beach in
Gozo. Its golden reddish sand make
it the best place for swimming.

Ticket is valid for both routes
41 A Main Gate Street, Victoria - Gozo

WHEEL CHAIR
FRIENDLY

Adults €15
Children €9

• Group • Family • Student

OFFerS

MGARR Quality
- A picture postcard harbour dominated by the neo
assured
gothic church
dedicated to Our Lady of Lourdes and Fort Chambrai.
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Ghajnsielem - passing by - It Is dominated by the majestic
Lobard Gothic sanctuary dedicated to Our Lady of Loreto. A visit to the
old Franciscan convent is also worthwhile.
MALTA TOURISM
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FONTANA

The Savina Creativity Centre at

XEWKIJA - The oldest village in Gozo. Its distinctive landmark is the
Rotunda with the third largest unsupported dome in the world.
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VICTORIA - The capital city of Gozo. In the heart of Victoria lies the
Citadel, which has been the centre of activity of the island since possibly
Neolithic times. An open air market is also held every day at It- Tokk.
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Timetable

Blue
lagoon

Mgarr
2 xewkija
Savina creativity
4 10 Victoria
5 ta' dbieġi
6 dwejra
7 ta' pinu
8 fontana
9 xlendi
11 Marsalforn
Ġgantija temples
13 ramla
14 nadur

36˚ 1'28.62"
36˚ 1'55.57"
36˚ 2'9.46"
36˚ 2'40.06"
36˚ 3'18
36˚ 3'8.00"
36˚ 3'40.88"
36˚ 2'13.36"
36˚ 1'48.88"
36˚ 4'10.08"
36˚ 2'57.13"
36˚ 3'27.51"
36˚ 2'17.97"

14˚ 17'54.96"
14˚ 15'39.82"
14˚ 15'12.52"
14˚ 14'31.80"
14˚ 12'38"
14˚ 11'25.38"
14˚ 12'57.64"
14˚ 14'5.94"
14˚ 13'5.44"
14˚ 15'36.67"
14˚ 16'3.91"
14˚ 17'3.34"
14˚ 17'30.318"

GHARB - passing by - One can visit the Gharb Folklore Museuem
which is only a 5 min walk from Ta’Dbiegi or opt to sit and relax in the
peaceful and picturesque village square.
TA’ DBIEGI CRAFTS VILLAGE - Nestled between Gharb and St
Lawrenz, it is the only crafts center on Gozo. Visitors can find hand-made
pottery, leather products, glass-blown products, Gozo lace and filigree. It is
the place where glass blowing and pottery could be watched being made.
DWEJRA - Comprising of the Azure Window, Blue Hole,
Inland Sea and Fungus Rock this area is renowned both for its
interesting geology and also for its fascinating underwater scenery.

*Victoria stops № 4 & № 10 Few meters down From Victoria police station
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keeping Gozitan culinary traditions alive!

TA PINU - The most popular Shrine on Gozo. Ta’ Pinu Sanctuary
is a place of great devotion and is of national importance. Numerous
pilgrims, both locals and tourists visit Ta’ Pinu Shrine all year round.
FONTANA - Its main attraction is L-Ghajn il-Kbira (The Big Spring)
which was built in the 16th century. Whilst at the Big Spring you can
also visit the Fontana Cottage Industry for a vast range of traditional
Gozitan products.
XLENDI - Things you can do in Xlendi are swim or dive in Xlendi
Bay, walk to Xlendi Tower and lunch at one of the numerous restaurants
and bars.
MARSALFORN - This old fishing community has evolved into
Gozo’s main summer destination with numerous beaches which offer
the opportunity for swimming. The promenade stretches the length of
the resort and there are plenty of cafés and restaurants.

Tista’ titla’ jew tinżel mill-karozza f’waqfiet partikolari
You can hop on/hop off the bus at particular stops
Ud. puede bajar y subir al autobus en determinadas paradas
Vous pouvez descendre et remontez à certains arrêt

demand.
e. Receipt of the ticket without immediate objection shall be deemed acceptance of and

Sie können an bestimmten Haltestellen ein-/aussteigen

2. Price
agreement to these terms and conditions.
Only those items stated on the brochure are to be considered as included in the
price of 2.
thePrice
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items stated
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to be
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as included

Potete scendere e salire dall’autobus in alcune fermate
Bij bepaalde haltes kunt u in-en uit de bus stappen

На остановках можно выходить из автобуса и садиться в автобус в
of the tour.
любое время.
other items, such as entrance to heritage sites, museums, lunches and ferry tickets
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of the
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take care
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3. Personal Belongings
A kijelölt meagállókban bármikor leszállhat a buszról, majd felszállhat
personal belongings during the course of the tour /service.
a. Patrons of the service are requested to take care of their personal belongings while
a következóre
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regular
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does to
on the Gozo
tour. City
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during the course
the tour
ticket holder
forSightseeing
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b. City
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您可以在沿途站点下车或搭乘下一辆巴士。
alteration, suspension,
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termination
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to do so. Cityalteration
Sightseeing
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shallornot
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liable to the
Pode entrar/sair do autocarro em determinadas paragens
De Kan stå a fog på bestemte stoppe steder

SEA KAYAKING DAY TRIPS

FREE TASTING

ACTIVE ISLAND TOURS
AT FONTANA COTTAGE
ad e la ce CLIMBING TOURS

H an d m
re e
H an d m ad e fi li g BIKING TOURS
All day tours are € 65 per person and are led
by experienced guides, making them suitable
for all levels of ability including beginners
To book please call or email us.

valleys and peaceful bays.

Take away drinks, bites and treats @ Choco Café

All open top double decker buses are covered with Third Party Liability as requested by
the Maltese Law.

5. General Conditions
a. Patrons of
service
are requested to remain seated at all the times while the open
5. the
General
Conditions
top double
decker of
bus
in motion.
a. Patrons
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are requested to remain seated at all the times while the open
b. The abovetopconditions
shallbusforis inallmotion.
effects and payments be governed by and
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The
accordingb.to
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to theroutes
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c. All times and
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All times
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be varied
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of severe weather
conditions or
if disruption
disruptionc.occurs
because
of road
marches,
etc. Whenever
possible
occurs because of road works, marches, processions etc. Whenever possible advance
advance notice
will be given of such occurrences but this cannot be guaranteed.
notice will be given of such occurrences but this cannot be guaranteed.
d. City Sightseeing
Gozo reserve the right to operate closed top single decker buses in
d. City Sightseeing Gozo reserve the right to operate closed top single decker buses in
case of breakdown
or bad weather.
case of breakdown
or bad weather.

L’ ARAGOSTA
R E S T A U R A N T

L’ ARAGOSTA
F I

S H

R E S T A U R A N T

Marsalforn Seafront, Island of Gozo

Marsalforn Seafront, Island of Gozo

visit us: to watch food & crafts in
the making & free food sampling

Xewkija XWK 3000, Gozo - Malta
NADUR - The
baroque Parish Church dominates the skyline Nadur
Tel: 21562236
• savina.com.mt
is also renowned for its enchanting countryside views, with its green

ticket holder for loss, damage, inconvenience or delay in consequence of any failure,

4. Third Partyalteration,
Liability suspension, cancellation, alteration of the route or termination of service.
All open top double decker buses are covered with Third Party Liability as requested
4. ThirdLaw.
Party Liability
by the Maltese

F I S H

XAGHRA / GGANTIJA - Home to various historical sites, amongst
which are the famous Ggantija temples; other interesting sites are,
Xerri’s Grotto, Ninu’s Cave, CALYPSO CAVE, KOLA WINDMILL, Museum
of Toys and Xaghra Church.
RAMLA - It’s particularly golden-reddish sand makes this beach
a unique place to top up your tan whilst the kids play on the beach.
Historic Roman remains can also be found beneath the sand.
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WWW.GOZOADVENTURES.COM INFO@GOZOADVENTURES.COM

Starters * Snacks * Salads
Soups * Pasta * Pizza
41 A Main Gate Street, Victoria - Gozo
Poultry * Meat * Game
Tel: 00356 2156 9996
Traditional Food
Mob: 00356 7956 9996
Fresh Fish * Shellfish
Email:
Vegetarian Dishes * Gluten
Freegozocoaches@yahoo.com
www.citysightseeinggozo.com

Set Menu at €10 p.p

Antipasto * Starter * Main Course * Dessert * Wine * Water

